Something Incredible is Happening in Garages Everywhere...
The Complete Garage Storage Solution

They're Getting Organized!
freedomRail Helps You Organize Throughout Your Home.

Whether it's the bedroom closet upstairs or the laundry room on the first floor, freedomRail works throughout your home. From the master suite to the pantry to the garage, freedomRail helps you take control of home organization for a lifetime.
How do I get started?

To get maximum mileage out of your garage, our design and organization experts suggest these steps for organizing your belongings:

Determine the Best Use Per Wall
Garage walls can be divided into Major or Minor Walls. Major and Minor storage walls are defined by the amount of space available to use for storage.

Major Wall: A Major storage wall accommodates storage from ceiling to floor and across the span of the wall, even when cars are parked in the garage. This is typically the wall in front of the vehicles. Since most of the wall is available for storage, items that are used regularly, such as trash cans, coolers or lawn care supplies, should be stored on a Major Wall.

Minor Wall: A Minor storage wall is a wall where storage space is limited, typically because you need to allow room for car doors opening and walkway space. The bottom half of a Minor Wall is not available for storage. A Minor Wall is a good place for seasonal items because they’re not used as frequently. Items stored along Minor Walls might include gardening tools, bikes or ski equipment.